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 THE TEACHER

 Assessing Student Learning Outcomes
 and Documenting Success through
 a Capstone Course
 Paul E. Sum, University of North Dakota

 Steven Andrew Light, University of North Dakota

 abstract Colleges and universities are increasingly intentional about meeting well
 articulated and consistent general education goals and documenting substantive learning
 outcomes. Institutional imperatives to document the successful teaching of essential knowl

 edge and skill sets frequently fall to faculty and departments, posing new challenges in an
 environment of time and resource constraints. A capstone course is an increasingly com

 mon method to measure student learning and assess programmatic and institutional suc

 cess. We provide concrete suggestions to design a capstone course and assess student learning

 outcomes. After describing the structure of the course and four innovative assignments, we
 present the results of assessment conducted through the capstone. We further the conver

 sation on the development ofbest practices and how political science departments can align

 institutional and programmatic goals and lead the way in university assessment.

 INTRODUCTION

 Assessment is more than a buzzword. Colleges and
 universities across the United States are increas

 ingly intentional about meeting well-articulated
 and consistent general education goals and docu
 menting substantive learning outcomes. Although

 few would argue with the theoretical importance of measuring
 and documenting that undergraduate education is working in prac
 tice, assessment is not a simple matter. Nor does it happen over
 night. Valid assessment of student learning requires a significant
 long-term commitment by faculty and administration, staff and
 students alike.

 University-wide institutional imperatives to document the suc
 cessful teaching of essential knowledge and skill sets frequently
 fall to faculty and departments, posing new challenges in a time
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 tions and tribal institution building. He can be reached at steven.light@und.edu.

 and resource-constrained environment. Faculty are at the front
 lines of designing course materials and assessment mechanisms,
 collecting data, and making sense of results. Department chairs
 are tasked with encouraging faculty to collect valid data and then
 implementing curricular or pedagogical changes?that is, closing
 the loop?without overburdening all involved.

 A capstone course is a flexible medium to measure student learn

 ing and assess programmatic and institutional success (Berheide
 2007). In this article, we describe an easily adoptable and adapt
 able model for a one-credit-hour capstone course that we designed
 to assess goals at the programmatic and institutional levels.1 After

 highlighting a "mix-and-match" menu of innovative assignments
 and exercises, we present the results of our assessment of critical

 thinking and oral and written communication.2 In this way, we
 further the conversation on the development of best practices and
 how political science departments can align institutional and pro
 grammatic goals and lead the way in university assessment.

 ASSESSMENT AND POLITICAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENTS

 Palomba and Banta define assessment as "the systematic collec
 tion, review, and use of information about educational programs

 undertaken for the purpose of improving student learning
 and development" (1999, 4). Assessment in higher education
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 The Teacher Assessing Student Learning Outcomes

 "provides tools and information that enable teachers to discern

 whether they are achieving their personal goals and the goals of
 their institutions" (Skocpol 2009, xi). Virtually all administrators

 and most faculty agree that assessment is "increasingly impor
 tant in the academic world" and is "here to stay" (Deardorff,
 Hamann, and Ishiyama 2009,3).

 Recent scholarship reveals the expansion and enhancement of
 assessment in political science, offering strategies for how to fos
 ter a culture of assessment and design or implement standard
 scoring instruments, portfolios, and other techniques in both con
 ventional and virtual classrooms (Deardorff, Hamann, and Ishi

 yama 2009). Departments are using an increasingly broad set of
 direct/indirect and external/internal measures of student learn

 ing for purposes of program evaluation. External measures include

 nationally recognized exams (direct) and surveys, such as the
 National Survey of Student Engagement (indirect); internal mea
 sures include portfolios, team scoring of student work, and simu
 lations (direct), and student interviews and "in-house" surveys
 exploring specific program goals (indirect; Young 2009).

 The small but growing literature on assessment through
 capstone courses finds that many programs are turning to the
 capstone as a primary source of information about the quality of
 instruction (Black and Hundley 2004), programmatic effective
 ness (Wagenaar 1993), and the extent to which institution-wide
 goals are met (Henscheid 2000). Through capstone assessments,
 departments can report student learning outcomes based on
 informed adjustments to pedagogy and programs, such as the addi
 tion of specific skills exercises and methods or theory courses,
 and compensate for any deficiencies they detect. Faculty report
 improved work lives as a result of enhanced student skills that
 create a better learning environment (Kelly and Klunk 2003;
 Leach and Lang 2006; Berheide 2007). Some teachers embrace
 capstones as an easily comprehensible and therefore easier
 method of assessment. Berheide concludes that capstones effi
 ciently and effectively measure student learning, resulting in an
 inadvertent but solicitous outcome: "Surprisingly, the wrong
 reason?minimizing the additional work?has led to the right way
 to do program assessment" (2007, 27).

 Although about one-third of political science departments are
 now using capstones for assessment (Ishiyama 2009, 67), there
 has been little exploration of best practices in designing and
 implementing a capstone specific to the discipline. We recently
 designed a capstone at our university to perform the dual role of
 accomplishing programmatic goals with regard to student learn
 ing outcomes and complying with and furthering the university's
 institutional goals. More broadly, our capstone is intended to:

 Expose students to a holistic review of political science as a
 discipline, reviewing the broader themes that link the vari
 ous subfields together
 Allow students to reflect on their experience in the major
 and consider future applications of the major's themes and
 skills to a variety of civic and professional contexts

 Meet university general education requirements in critical
 thinking and oral and written communication
 Serve as an assessment method and programmatic guide
 post for the department
 Facilitate a process for closing the loop?that is, using the
 assessment data to guide and implement curricular or other
 pedagogical changes

 These goals embrace the three types of assessment identified
 by Earl: summative assessment, or assessment o/student learn
 ing; formative assessment, or assessment/or learning; and assess

 ment as learning (2004, 22-26). Summative assessment focuses
 on summarizing, measuring, and judging the quality of student
 work to certify and report learning outcomes. Formative assess
 ment predominantly occurs in the classroom through exercises
 intended to provide instructors and students with information
 about student progress. Assessment as learning focuses on the
 student, involving him or her as an assessor and fostering self
 assessment (Voparil 2009,18-19). Inthe latter two types of assess
 ment, the process itself becomes a teaching tool.

 We believe that the secret of our success in designing and imple
 menting an efficient, effective, and relatively painless capstone is

 straightforward: we seek to foster student buy-in from day one.
 The capstone's design and activities invest students with under
 standing and ownership of the institutional rationale for assess

 ment, process, and expectations at the department level, and
 outcomes of student participation. Students exit the capstone feel
 ing more deeply connected to the program and committed to the

 enhancement of the political science major after having partici
 pated in substantive assessment exercises linking their predeces
 sors (past), peers (present), and those who will enter the major
 (future).

 MAKING IT WORK: INTENTIONALITY, DESIGN,
 AND ACTIVITIES

 Student learning goals operate at multiple levels: individual
 courses, departmental or programmatic missions, and university
 missions and general requirements. A capstone accommodates
 multiple forms of assessment that may address different and some
 times competing goals. In line with best practices in assessment,

 we first evaluated goals at these different levels to find points of
 convergence (Palomba and Banta 1999,6-7). Critical thinking and
 effective communication transcended the venues. To these core

 goals, we added specific programmatic objectives corresponding
 to our department's mission and overall curricular structure: expos
 ing students to a holistic view of the discipline of political science
 and facilitating student reflection on experiences in the major
 with an eye toward future application of central themes and con
 cepts (e.g., practices of good citizenship). Finally, we purposefully
 considered the capstone as a vehicle for programmatic and insti
 tutional assessment, elevating it as a goal equal to others in our
 department's mission and reinforcing a departmental culture of
 assessment.

 Armed with a clearer sense of our goals in relation to the vision
 of the department and university, we consciously developed activ
 ities to achieve those aims, while staying mindful of a program

 matic one-credit-hour constraint.3 We sought activities that would
 facilitate multiple forms of assessment, developing a menu of four
 exercises that together would provide a coherent and cohesive
 capstone experience.

 Simulated Academic Conference

 The primary activity of our capstone simulates an academic con
 ference in which students present their own papers to one another.

 In the first class session, students are introduced to the- concept
 and format of a traditional academic conference. Students resur

 rect a paper they have written for a political science course during
 their undergraduate career and prepare it for later presentation.
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 The instructor collects paper titles and organizes students into
 panels according to general topic areas. Panel sessions occupy four
 of the eight weeks of the course. The instructor serves as both
 chair and discussant for each panel to set up themes and norms
 for student participation. The panel sessions aim to generate dis
 cussion on broad themes in political science that are reflected in
 the papers, which generally come from different courses. Some
 times these themes are obvious, but often the instructor (i.e., dis

 cussant) will raise questions on a more abstract level concerning
 themes that transcend individual courses, such as power, citizen

 ship, accountability, legitimacy, and institutional structure and
 design. Conversation is lively and rich. Student presenters are
 eager to extend the relevance of their own papers, and the audi
 ence members, many of whom recall the writing assignment from
 a particular course, enthusiastically engage.

 The academic conference format nicely serves two capstone
 goals: expose students to a holistic review of political science as a
 discipline, and facilitate student reflection on the undergraduate
 experience in terms of the discipline's themes and acquired skill
 sets. The presentations become artifacts for instructors to assess
 for effective oral communication skills. We conduct this assess

 ment using a rubric for oral communication developed at the uni
 versity level (see appendix). The papers on which the presentations
 are based serve as separate, albeit related, artifacts through which
 we assess critical thinking and written communication, also based
 on rubrics developed at the university level (see appendix). Thus,
 the simulated academic conference facilitates direct assessment

 of student products on key student learning outcomes for individ
 ual courses, the program, and the university.

 We limit the assessment of oral communication to the instruc

 tor. However, students are involved in the assessment of the papers

 for critical thinking and written communication. Students sub
 mit three copies of their paper prior to the first panel session. The
 instructor reads each paper, assessing it using the rubrics for each
 of the student learning outcomes while teasing out common
 themes among papers on which to base discussion. Through a
 random exchange, students read two of their colleagues' papers
 and score them using the critical thinking and written communi
 cation rubrics. This exercise pulls students into the assessment
 process and heightens their understanding of abstract student
 learning outcomes. Often, the exercise is the first time students
 recognize that these programmatic goals are important to the

 major, as well as the first time they reflect on their own abilities
 comparatively.

 The simulated academic conference experience, in conjunc
 tion with the peer review process, exposes students to the three
 types of assessment: summative, formative, and assessment as
 learning (Earl 2004). The assessment through the rubrics accom
 plishes the summarizing, measuring, and judging that are inte
 gral to summative assessment and contributes to our ability to
 understand the reliability of the instrument by comparing instruc
 tor and student scoring. Formative assessment, or assessment for
 learning, takes place within the panel discussions. Instructors can

 identify any gaps in skill sets and observe students' ability to play
 with highly abstract political science concepts that, in many cases,

 students do not recognize in their own papers. Finally, peer eval
 uation introduces assessment as learning, encouraging students
 to actively engage in the assessment process and, as a result, inter
 nalize the concepts of critical thinking and effective communica
 tion. The feedback we have received from students supports this

 interpretation of the effectiveness of the exercise, as they report a
 fuller appreciation of the qualities of effective writing and sophis
 ticated analysis.

 The primary benefit of the simulated academic conference is
 the direct assessment of artifacts for the department's key stu
 dent learning goals. However, the activity has other, less tangible
 benefits as well. For example, the format introduces students to
 the academic profession. If instructors take the role of chair and
 discussant seriously, the panels will generate deep discussion and
 new knowledge. Students can realistically and comfortably bench
 mark their knowledge and capabilities against those of their col
 leagues. Indeed, students seem insatiably curious to read each
 other's (anonymous) papers and score them on the rubrics. The
 process encourages them to reflect on their own undergraduate
 careers and the level of skill they possess or have acquired. Stu
 dent feedback regularly includes praise for the quality of each
 other's work.4

 Course Mapping Exercise
 The capstone includes three additional activities that allow for
 indirect assessment of student learning outcomes. The first is a
 "course mapping" exercise that charts or maps student per
 ceptions of where they gained?or at least were exposed to?
 instruction and activities that enhanced a particular skill. Students
 rate each of the 10 courses in the political science core curricu
 lum on a Likert scale (1 to 5, with 1 meaning the course "did not
 enhance this skill at all" and 5 meaning that the course "entirely
 enhanced this skill") for four key learning goals found in the
 department mission statement: critical thinking, written and oral
 communication, and understanding of the discipline. The results
 are particularly useful for departmental triangulation relative to
 the direct assessment conducted through the simulated aca
 demic conference activities. If a deficiency is found in a student
 learning outcome through direct assessment, the mapping exer
 cise can identify the shortcoming in the core curriculum.

 Open-Ended Exit Survey

 As part of their exit experience, students complete an open-ended
 survey that asks them to anonymously and candidly evaluate the
 strengths and weaknesses of the program and faculty, and to make
 recommendations for future development. Students have the
 opportunity to reinforce what the department is doing well and
 voice concerns about departmental or programmatic issues not
 included in our student learning goals. For instance, consistent
 recommendations for better advertisement and recruitment for

 the major prompted us to develop the Learning Through Teach
 ing activity we next describe. Besides its inherent value as a feed

 back mechanism, the survey provides another opportunity to
 triangulate the results from the surveys with findings from other
 assessment methods.

 Learning Through Teaching Activity

 A final capstone activity requires student "teaching teams" to leave
 the comfort zone of their own classroom and deliver a presenta
 tion to small breakout groups of students enrolled in a 100-level

 introduction to American government course. The course is a high
 enrollment lecture course populated by many first-year students
 who are simply seeking to fulfill a university general education
 requirement. On a prearranged day, instructors create breakout
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 The Teacher: Assessing Student Learning Outcomes

 groups of approximately 10 students. A pair of
 capstone students delivers a 30-minute presen
 tation and facilitates group discussion on the
 nature of political science as a discipline; the ways
 in which basic concepts introduced in the Amer
 ican government course are woven through the
 rest of the major's curriculum; and the soon-to
 be-graduates' impressions of the major, the field,
 and professional opportunities. The instructors
 circulate among the groups to observe the teach
 ing teams' presentation style and interaction

 with the American government students.
 We encourage the student teams to be cre

 ative and open-minded when designing their pre
 sentation. We provide suggestions, but students
 have a great deal of autonomy to develop their
 thoughts and structure the discussion. Whatever
 lesson plan they develop requires the student
 teachers to craft a presentation that effectively
 conveys substantive content and directly engages
 with their (academically less experienced) peers.
 American government students assess the pre
 sentations on the oral communication rubric used
 to evaluate the simulated academic conference
 presentations. We therefore acquire another direct

 assessment of oral communication from a significantly different
 forum that demands that students create a presentation approach
 distinct from the approach used in delivering their papers at the
 simulated academic conference.

 In addition to furthering departmental goals concerning effec
 tive communication, the Learning Through Teaching activity assists
 the department in recruiting and advising prospective majors and
 communicating professional opportunities that stem from the pro
 gram. This activity encourages capstone students to carefully con
 sider the field of political science holistically, and it embraces fully
 the spirit of Earl's (2004) assessment as learning, facilitates sum

 mative and formative assessment, and furthers programmatic and
 institutional goals. For example, we can compare student oral com

 munication skills as teachers to their skills as presenters, because
 the same rubric is used to assess both. The activity has the added
 benefit of introducing American government students to the goals
 and processes of assessment used by the department.

 RESULTS

 The capstone generates many diverse and complementary results
 through its various activities and the use of multiple assessment

 mechanisms. As noted previously, the simulated academic confer
 ence facilitates instructor assessment of oral communication based

 on student presentations. The conference also serves as the con
 duit for instructor and peer assessment of student papers for effec

 tive written communication and critical thinking. We have assessed
 each of the three student learning outcomes using rubrics devel
 oped at the university level. Each rubric distinguishes different
 dimensions of the broader concept. For example, written commu
 nication is broken down into a sense of purpose, guidance for the
 reader, and clarity and use of conventions, with four levels of attain

 ment for each dimension of the skill, from developing (o) to mas
 tered (3). The rubric for critical thinking follows the same logic and
 includes three dimensions: sense of purpose, analysis, and resolu
 tion. The range for each skill differs based on the construction of

 Table 1

 Results from Direct Assessment, 2007-2009

 2009 I 2008 I 2007
 Instructor Peer Instructor Peer Instructor Peer

 Critical Thinking

 Purpose (0-2) 1.38 1.54 1.33 1.53 1.56 1.57
 Analysis (0-2) 1.22 1.45 1.40 1.50 1.47 1.57
 Resolution (0-2) 1.27 1.36 1.35 1.29 1.38 1.37
 Total (0-6) 3.86 4.34 4.08 4.31 4.43 4.51

 Written Communication

 Purpose (0-3) 1.97 2.08 1.93 2.00 2.00 2.20
 Guidance (0-3) 1.92 1.96 2.08 1.75 1.92 2.14
 Clarity/Conventions (0-3) 2.22 2.03 2.28 1.80 2.05 2.11
 Total (0-9) 6.11 6.01 6.28 5.53 5.95 6.45

 Oral Communication

 Purpose (0-3) 2.15 2.05 - 2.03
 Guidance (0-3) 2.00 1.80 1.70
 Clarity/Conventions (0-3) 2.15 1.90 1.72
 Total (0-9) 6.30 5.75 5.64

 the rubric: oral and written communication are measured on a scale

 of o to 9 and critical thinking on a scale of o to 6 (see appendix).
 Table 1 reports the results of the assessments for three years.

 The table shows the aggregate score on each dimension of each
 skill rubric, comparing peer review to instructor assessment. Our
 department designates an expectation of 2 for each dimension on
 the communications rubrics and 1 for each dimension on the crit

 ical thinking rubric.
 For the most part, our expectations were met for written com

 munication and critical thinking. The occasional score below the
 established threshold has occurred, but these have largely been
 isolated incidents, and the scores have still been very close to the

 expectation. However, assessment of oral communication skills
 has yielded scores consistently lower than departmental expecta
 tions. After reviewing the 2007 results, the department took action,

 as described in the following paragraphs. The scoring from the
 direct assessment begged the question of where students were (or
 were not) gaining the skills within the broader core curriculum
 for political science majors. We considered this question when
 reviewing results from the course mapping exercise. Table 2 shows
 the results from 2009 as an example.5

 Three years of results, from 2007 to 2009, reveal that students
 perceive that different courses emphasize and enhance different
 skill sets. The two 100-level courses show lower scores on all the

 skill sets and a mixture of scores among the remaining core courses.

 The accuracy of student perceptions is plausible, because there is
 no reason to believe that each course and instructor would empha
 size and enhance all skills, although all courses received relatively
 high scores in terms of enhancing students' "understanding of
 the discipline."

 Despite the expected variance among courses, one pattern stood
 out from the mapping exercise. Students perceived only two
 required courses as enhancing oral communication: public admin
 istration (250) and the capstone (495). Although indirect mea
 sures are not the most reliable means of assessment, these results
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 Table 2

 Results from Course Mapping Exercise, 2009
 COURSES3

 _ 115 116 220 225 250 300 305 306 310 405 432 495
 Critical Thinking 2.90 3.00 4.13 4.60 3.60 3.90 4.60 4.41 4.13 3.20 - 3.50 3.70
 Written Communication 2.50 2.80 3.80 4.31 3.53 3.24 4.20 4.03 4.00 2.71 3.33 3.21
 Oral Communication 1.61 1.63 2.70 2.63 3.52 2.30 3.80 3.70 2.52 2.84 3.00 4.30

 Understanding the Discipline 3.71 3.70 4.00 4.31 3.60 2.60 4.20 4.10 4.10 3.60 3.73 4.52
 Note: Numbers represent aggregate responses (N=32) to rating each course according to how much each departmental mission goal was enhanced, with 1 = course did not enhance

 this goal at all and 5 = course entirely enhanced this goal. aCourse listings are as follows: 115 = American Government; 116 = State and Local Government; 220 = International Poli

 tics; 225 = Comparative Politics; 250 = Public Administration; 300 = Research Methods; 305=Constitutional Law: Institutional Powers (elective); 306 = Constitutional Law: Civil Rights/

 Liberties (elective); 310 = Political Thought; 405 = Political Behavior; 432 = Public Policy; and 495 = Senior Colloquium, Capstone

 provided a compelling explanation for why oral communication
 measured through direct assessment fell below our expectations.
 When we discussed this result with our colleagues, we heard what
 we had already concluded. Among courses offered in the core cur
 riculum, only one included formal presentations. Many electives
 also emphasized oral communication, but as an independent deci
 sion of the instructor, leaving the possibility that students would
 not be fully exposed to instruction and exercises that would
 enhance this skill. Faculty members agreed that building oral pre
 sentation exercises into their classes was difficult because of class
 size and time constraints.

 The Learning Through Teaching activity, first used in 2009,
 generated intriguing results. The scores generated by the Ameri
 can government students across all teaching teams were extremely
 consistent, averaging 2.6 out of 3, across three categories of oral
 communication (purpose, guidance, and style). These scores
 exceeded departmental expectations. There are, of course, some
 questions regarding the validity of the scores. Given time con
 straints, we had limited opportunity to explain the use of the rubric
 and no opportunity to have the American government students
 practice applying the oral communication rubric?what some
 times is referred to as "norming" the instrument. Our ability to
 observe the presentations of each teaching team member was also
 constrained by our need to circulate among breakout groups, and
 we therefore could not generate comparative assessment scores.
 However, whether they were valid because of the attention paid
 to oral communication in the capstone's academic conference exer
 cise or throughout the major, or inflated owing to students' lack
 of familiarity with the rubrics, politeness, or awe of their older,
 wiser peers, the student scores were not inconsistent with our
 observations. Informal survey feedback from both capstone and
 American government students was extremely positive, with the
 foremost observation from both constituencies being that the
 activity helped them to better understand "how everything fits
 together" in the discipline and what one might "do" with a polit
 ical science major.

 A final set of results was derived from the open-ended exit
 surveys that students complete as part of the capstone. The ques
 tionnaire asks students to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses
 of the major and what, if anything, they would change about the
 major or department. The responses offer many insights, but we
 summarize here several of the major themes related to the depart

 mental goals for student learning. Among the strengths, students
 have consistently appreciated the department's commitment to

 student writing. They also emphasize the major's strong tradition
 in critical thinking and analysis. Students appreciate the dedica
 tion and accessibility of the faculty. Among the weaknesses, stu
 dents note the lack of opportunities to formally present their work
 and ideas orally throughout the major.

 The results from assessment through the capstone have illu
 minated both programmatic strengths and weaknesses. Maintain
 ing the status quo on the strengths is an easy task. However, taking
 action to address weaknesses is a more significant undertaking.
 The most serious issue that arose from capstone assessment was
 a deficiency in oral communication skills, which was apparent
 from one direct and two indirect methods of assessment. Our

 department approached this problem in three ways. First, each
 faculty member agreed to include more oral presentation exer
 cises in coursework throughout the curriculum. Secondly, we added
 the Learning Through Teaching exercise to the capstone. Third,
 we created a plan to piggyback on our university's recent adop
 tion of a general education requirement that all undergraduate
 students complete a course in public speaking. We will continue
 to monitor the results and make adjustments as needed.

 A less tangible but no less important programmatic change
 has been an increased effort to speak the language of student learn
 ing goals when describing student assignments and activities

 within classes. The capstone demonstrates student enthusiasm
 for clear-cut statements regarding critical student learning objec
 tives. Students also appreciate receiving copies of the rubrics used
 in the capstone as guides to help them write papers and prepare
 presentations with these objectives in mind. This technique has
 been introduced into several upper-division courses.

 CONCLUSION

 National trends in higher education suggest that the institutional
 imperative to conduct assessment will not disappear anytime soon.
 Assessment that is conducted correctly facilitates better student
 learning and therefore programmatic success. Recognizing the sep
 arate yet intersecting goals inhering to assessment?both program
 matic and institutional?our department selected a capstone course
 as the apex not only of the substantive elements of our major, but
 also of our assessment efforts. We examined our mission, learn

 ing objectives, and curriculum to identify particular learning goals.
 We also engaged in conscious discussion of our program, identi
 fying questions and concerns and building consensus on how best
 to transform our capstone to achieve the assessment imperatives
 that were initially emanating from the university. We benefited
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 The Teacher: Assessing Student Learning Outcomes

 from several factors that may or may not be present in other depart

 ments, including a highly collegial faculty, strong consensus on
 the meaning of and rationale for assessment, and rapid buy-in by
 faculty and students alike on the methods we selected to comport
 with both the departmental mission and institutional impera
 tives to assess for broad skills (rather than the content of the major

 or political science as a discipline). We made a number of con
 scious choices that worked for our department, but which may
 not be right for all departments. As Deardorff and Folger acknowl
 edge, "ideal circumstances frequently do not exist" for assess
 ment (2009,79).

 As we have continued to develop the capstone, we have become

 increasingly mindful that designing and incorporating activities
 that capture different forms of assessment?summative, forma
 tive, and as learning?not only maximizes the benefits of assess

 ment for the program and institution, but also for students. A
 menu of activities, such as the simulated academic conference and

 the Learning Through Teaching exercise, makes the whys and
 wherefores of assessment transparent and encourages student par

 ticipation in achieving learning outcomes. Achieving student buy
 in, at first considered an unexpected but happy byproduct of our
 capstone design, has become an intentionally integral feature of
 activities that help us to "make it work."

 Using results generated by the capstone, our department is
 building a culture of assessment that facilitates across-the-board
 programmatic enhancement and boosts student learning oppor
 tunities. We expect to see an increasing return on our department's
 investment of time and resources in the capstone, which, ideally,

 students themselves will recognize. Assessment therefore is not
 an end itself, but a process that achieves multiple ends. Well
 designed mechanisms can help political science departments
 achieve assessment goals at the programmatic and institutional
 levels. The model capstone we describe here invests students with
 excitement and enthusiasm about the rationale, process, and out

 comes for assessment. Faculty therefore find assessment through
 the capstone to be invigorating rather than enervating. The cap
 stone in political science becomes an efficient and effective vehi
 cle to achieve the ultimate objective for assessment in higher
 education: student learning.

 NOTES

 We are grateful to Anne Kelsch of the Office of Instructional Development and Tom
 Steen of the Essential Studies Program at the University of North Dakota for their
 support of this initiative. We presented a version of this article at the 2009 American
 Political Science Association Teaching and Learning Conference in Baltimore, MD.
 Our thanks go to Kerstin Hamann and others who provided feedback on that paper,
 and to the anonymous reviewers of this manuscript, for their insightful comments and
 suggestions.

 1. The University of North Dakota is a mid-sized, Carnegie-designated "high
 research activity" institution that places a premium on faculty-student contact,
 general education, and the liberal arts. Our department has nine full-time fac
 ulty members and 120 majors in political science and public administration.
 The department recently won the university's teaching award, and most faculty
 have been individually recognized for teaching excellence. The university also
 has commended the department for institutional leadership in both general
 education and assessment.

 2. We acknowledge that institutional differences may drive a department's ratio
 nale for assessment, selection of methods for data collection, and relative sue

 cess in achieving articulated goals. For instance, university imperatives initially
 prompted our department to develop and implement assessment practices
 and focus on skills-based rather than content-based assessment. The depart
 ment benefited from a high degree of collegiality and faculty/student buy-in
 throughout the process, which might be interpreted as elements of a preexist
 ing culture of assessment. Because one size does not fit all, we encourage de
 partments to engage in self-reflection, as well as consider external imperatives
 as they engage with assessment.

 3. Our capstone meets once per week, with 100-minute sessions for the first eight
 weeks of a 16-week semester, thereby meeting the face-time requirements for a
 one-credit-hour course in half a semester. However, the course can easily be
 adapted to more conventional 50- or 75-minute sessions, as well as to a conven
 tional three-credit-hour version, as we recently have done to comport with new
 university requirements

 4. The primary shortcoming of the conference format is its inability to generate
 value-added results. The one-credit-hour course constraint precludes a longitu
 dinal design. However, our model capstone might easily be transformed into
 a three-credit-hour course in part by requiring students to write an original
 paper and present it under similar conditions. The same assessment process
 would be applied to the second set of papers. This adaptation allows for the
 comparison of scores from papers written prior to and during the course, creat
 ing a pretest/posttest data set.

 5. For reasons of space and clarity, we do not show all three years of mapping
 exercise results. However, table 2 illustrates the usefulness of this method of
 assessment, and we discuss the broader results in the Results section.
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 APPENDIX: Rubrics for Assessment

 Rubric for Critical Thinking

 2 1 0 j

 Purpose Provides a clearly articulated statement that defines Identifies several pertinent questions, problems, or Shows no clear sense of purpose. No question, j

 the main question, problem, or issue issues, but does not establish a focused position or problem, or issue is concisely stated or even implied. j

 Demonstrates the relevance or importance of the direction Demonstrates no clear sense of importance or j

 question, problem, or issue Identifies only a marginal context for the main relevance of the main question, problem, or issue j

 Selects and attributes appropriate sources of question, problem, or issue Omits important sources of literature, evidence, or j

 literature, evidence, or academic dialogues in terms of Selects sources, evidence, or dialogues that only dialogues, whether these sources support or challenge j

 amount and balance support the main conclusion the main conclusions j

 Analysis Uses reliable and accurate information/evidence that Information/evidence is of marginal relevance to the Information/evidence does not clearly relate to the j

 is relevant to the main question, problem, or issue main question, problem, or issue addressed main question, problem, or issue addressed in the j

 addressed Full synthesis is not achieved. Information/evidence is writing j
 Disassembles and reassembles relevant information in not disassembled and reassembled in a fully accurate, Synthesis of information is not attempted or lacks j

 an accurate, critically-oriented, deep way, producing a critical, or deep way accuracy, critical assessment, or depth. Attempt to j

 synthesis of the material Progression of ideas does not fully unfold in a logical disassemble and reassemble information/evidence is j

 Demonstrates a logical progression of thought through- manner, or the ideas presented are not well-structured absent or executed poorly j

 out the writing that reflects information and ideas that in relation to one another Logical progression of ideas is absent, and no attempt j

 are well-structured and prioritized to prioritize information is taken j

 Resolution The artifact contains a clearly articulated argument The artifact contains an argument that is minimally Artifact does not make an argument or does not j

 that is strongly resolved with supporting information resolved with supporting information and resolve it with supporting information and adequate j

 and conclusion/s. conclusion/s. conclusions. j

 Conclusions provide a thorough and relevant summary Conclusions provide a brief or incomplete summary of Conclusions are missing or irrelevant/inappropriate to j

 of the question, issue, or problem and its analysis. the question, issue, or problem and its analysis. the question or problem being explored. Conclusions j

 The artifact poses realistic and insightful solutions The artifact poses solutions and/or broader implica- may not be based on analysis and supporting j and/or broader implications. tions that may be simplistic or slightly unrealistic. information. j

 The artifact does not pose solutions or broader implica- j
 tions, or the solutions/implications may be extremely j

 inappropriate. j

 Rubric for Written Communication

 3 2 10

 Sense of Purpose Writer is sophisticated in his/her ability There is a controlling idea that holds the While there may be a sense of purpose Paper seems disjointed or incoherent. j

 to signal purpose to reader. paper together. that holds the paper together, it is often Relationship between different sections j

 Focused and incisive, the paper reflects While the paper might not contain a very broad. is unclear, or relationship comes only j

 a writer with a strong sense of what s/he traditional"thesis statement," there is a This lack of focus may result in a very from "stream of consciousness" or tan- j

 is trying to do or say. strong sense that the writer has a clear general project; the paper may therefore gential connections between ideas. j

 The various sections of the paper make vision of his/her project. rely more on summary than analysis. Writer may seem to be engaged in many j

 sense together, and the writer has indi- The various parts of the paper fit with Writers in this category may discover a different projects at once. j

 cated the larger implications or impor- the writer's sense of project. The writer sense of purpose as they write, but they j
 ?g tanceof the written work. has a reason for writing. haven't revised the entire paper to j

 reflect this new focus. j

 c ' ~ ~ ' ~ ' ' :

 g (continued) j

 o j  to
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 Rubric for Written Communication (Continued) | g

 _3_2_1_0_ j ^

 Guidance for Readers The writer demonstrates a Generally, readers feel that the writer Writer needs to improve sequencing The lack of connections between j ^
 sophisticated awareness of his/her has helped them to understand of ideas within paragraphs and needs ideas makes reading and j g

 reader. his/her project. to do more to explain the connections understanding difficult. j

 Writing flows smoothly from one idea Sequencing of ideas within between paragraphs. The lack of examples, illustrations, j ^

 to another. The writer has taken pains paragraphs and connections between Paper may include examples and and explanations makes j a

 to assist the reader in following the paragraphs make the writer's points illustrations but often lacks understanding difficult. j a

 logic of the ideas expressed and has easy to follow. explanations of the relevance of those j 3"

 taken pains to explain and develop The writer has found a way of examples, or paper may include j ?^

 his/her ideas. developing his/her ideas, providing explanations without the examples or j ^

 the reader with the examples, illustrations the reader needs to fully j ^

 illustrations, and explanations understand. j ?

 necessary to understand the project. At times, readers may feel lost and j jjj

 unable to follow the writer's train of j 5/5

 thought. j

 Clarity and Conventions Clarity of ideas is enhanced by Word and sentence choices convey Word choice and/or sentence Reader must occasionally guess at j

 writerly expression. meaning clearly. structure gets in the way of clear reader's meaning. j

 Writer seems to be in command of Writer generally controls conventions communication. Writer's control of conventions of writ- j

 conventions of writing and uses them of writing. Writer's inconsistent use of conven- ing is uncertain enough to impede j

 to rhetorical advantage. Visual presentation of written work, tions of writing is distracting to the comprehension. j

 Visual presentation of written work, formatting, and/or documentation is reader and interrupts comprehension. Visual presentation of written work, I formatting, and/or documentation is consistent and generally follows Visual presentation of written work, formatting, and/or documentation is j
 polished. conventions. Occasional missteps in formatting, and/or documentation is inappropriate and impedes j

 use of conventions or in presentation inconsistent and interrupts understanding. j

 do not impede understanding. understanding. j Rubric for Oral Communication

 3 2 10

 Sense of Purpose Speaker is sophisticated in his/her There is a controlling idea that holds While there may be a sense of purpose Speech seems disjointed or j

 ability to signal purpose to the the speech together. evident in the speech, it often seems incoherent. j

 audience. While the speech may contain a weak very broad. Relationship between different sec- j

 Focused and clear, the speech reflects "thesis statement," there is a strong This lack of focus may result in a medi- tions of the speech and/or the main j

 a speaker with a strong sense of what sense that the speaker has a compre- ocre presentation; the speech may points of the speech is unclear. j

 s/he is trying to do or say. hension of purpose and s/he still therefore rely more on summary than The speech does not contain a tradi- j

 The various main points of the speech makes this evident in the presentation. on analysis. tional "thesis statement" and the j

 make sense together, and the speaker The various parts of the speech (intro, A speaker in this category may dis- speaker's purpose is not evident. j

 has indicated the larger implications body, and conclusion) fit with the cover a sense of purpose as s/he con- Speaker seems to lack enthusiasm j

 or importance of the topic. presenter's purpose. The speaker's structs the speech. This is often and is disengaged from any sense of j

 reason for delivering the speech is evident because initial content fails to purpose. j

 clearly evident to the audience. be consistent with the focus present j

 later in the speech. j
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 Guidance for Listeners The speaker demonstrates a sophisti- Generally, listeners feel that the Relevancy and appropriateness of Audience analysis and adaptation is j

 cated awareness of his/her audience. speaker has established the relevancy speech topic is weak or unclear to not evident. There is an absence of j

 Audience analysis and adaptation is and appropriateness of the speech specific audience. relevancy and appropriateness re- j

 evident. Relevancy and appropriate- topic. Equally, listeners have a sense At times, listeners may feel lost and garding the speech topic. j

 ness of speech topic is clear to spe- that the speaker helped them to un- unable to follow the speaker's flow of The speaker's failure to employ recog- j

 cific audience. derstand the presentation. ideas. nizable transitions between main \

 Speech flows smoothly from one idea Sequencing of ideas within the body Speaker needs to improve sequencing points results in the lack of connec- j

 to another, signaled by the use of of the speech and transitions between of ideas within the body of the speech tions between ideas making the \

 noticeable transitions. The speaker main points make the presentation and do more to effectively signal his/ speech difficult to follow and under- j

 has taken pains to assist the listener easy to follow. her use of transitions between main stand. Efforts to promote active lis- j

 in following the logic of the ideas ex- It is evident that the speaker has points. tening are not apparent. j

 pressed. found a way of developing his/her Speech may include examples and The lack of examples, illustrations, ;

 The speaker has taken pains to ex- ideas, providing the reader with the illustrations but often lacks explana- and explanation makes understanding j

 plain and develop his/her ideas. examples, illustrations, and explana- tions of the relevance of those exam- difficult. j

 These efforts are apparent and pro- tions necessary to understand the pies; or the presentation may include i

 mote active listening. presentation. Some effort is apparent explanations without the examples or j

 to promote active listening. illustrations necessary for the listener j

 to fully understand and actively listen j

 to the message. j

 Clarity and Conventions Speaker's audience analysis and ad- Speaker's audience analysis and ad- Very weak audience analysis and No apparent audience analysis and j

 of Organization and aptation is evident and results in sen- aptation is apparent yet limited. adaptation. adaptation. Listeners must occasion- j

 Delivery sitivity for diverse audiences. Speaker's use of verbal and nonverbal Speaker's use of verbal and nonverbal ally guess at the speaker's meaning. j

 Sensitivity is enhanced by careful delivery conveys clarity of message delivery lacks clarity of message. Speaker's control of conventions re- j

 expression through the speaker's use but seems less sensitive regarding the There is an absence of sensitivity lated to speech organization and de- j

 of effective verbal and nonverbal de- diversity of the audience. toward diverse audiences. Verbal de- livery is uncertain enough to impede j

 livery. This strategic delivery also pro- Speaker generally controls conven- livery lacks structure and gets in the comprehension. j

 vides clarity to the speech. tions of speech organization and de- way of clear communication. Speaker demonstrates very little to no j Speaker seems to be in command of livery. The speaker's efforts to use Speaker's inconsistent use of conven- commitment. Preparation and re- j

 the conventions of speech organiza- these conventions to rhetorical advan- tions related to speech organization hearsal are delinquently absent. Ver- j

 tion and delivery. It is evident that tage are apparent. and delivery is distracting to the lis- bal and nonverbal delivery is impeded. j

 s/he uses these conventions to rhe- While this presenter shows commit- tener and interrupts comprehension. j

 torical advantage. ment, her/his occasional missteps in Speaker demonstrates insufficient j

 Physical delivery, both verbal and use of conventions and/or delivery commitment; more time is needed for j

 nonverbal, is noticeably polished. may be noticed but do not impede preparation and rehearsal. j
 clarity. j

 co :  * :
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